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1. Introduction



Why are we here? 

News on privacy

Regulations

Changes led by browsers like Apple’s Safari

Google latest announcement



InApp

Device ID

Unique and 
persistent
Not regulated
Also called 
mobile ID, 
IDFA/GAID

Web

Cookie

InApp & Web

Personal ID

Mail, phone, 
address, etc.
Requires users to 
be logged-in.

Technical data

IP address, device 
attributes.
Also known as 
fingerprinting.
Accuracy & legal 
challenges

Offline stores

Personal ID

Mail, phone, 
address, etc.
Loyalty cards, 
warranty, etc.

The public face of 
the iceberg

Identifying a user



A file created on the user’s device – for web tracking only

ID: 1234
Company: Teads

ID: 2345
Company: Oracle

ID: 3456
Company: Google

Unique Identifier
Unique Company

The same person has 
several cookies

What is a cookie?



Cookie:1234
Identify and 
track the user

Communicate 
between platforms

Also called:
Cookie matching

Cookie:1234

Cookie:2345

Cookie:3456

Cookie:4567

Why are cookies so important?



1st-party cookies: 

Cookies created by the domain of the 
website. These are typically the publisher’s 
own cookies. 

Terms & Definitions 
Referenced

Definitions

3rd-party cookies:

Cookies created from a website different than 
the domain. These are typically advertising / ad 
tech cookies, created from a publisher network. 



2. Industry Changes
History



A smart move to start the story 

A brief History

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Removal of ad-tech cookies 
(3rd-party cookies)
Single website tracking
available (1st-party cookies)

Beginning of ad-tech
workarounds and ITP

2022

Safari: iOS 9

Safari



A brief History

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Removal of ad-tech cookies 
(3rd-party cookies)
Single website tracking
available (1st-party cookies)

Beginning of ad-tech
workarounds and ITP

2022

Safari: iOS 9

Safari

Legal initiatives & browsers catching-up

Removal of ad-tech cookies
Firefox

Privacy sandbox
principle

Chrome

Ad-tech cookies 
are removed?

Chrome

GDPR
~30% less cookies in EEA

CCPA
~1% Opt-out 
facilities

Others
Brazil / India…



ITP 1 / 2.0: Removal of 3rd-party cookies
ITP 2.1: 1st-party cookies usable during 7 days
ITP 2.2: 1st-party cookies usable during 1 day
ITP 2.3: 1st party cookies re-useable during 7 days 
while removing local storage capabilities

3rd-party cookies removed
1st-party cookies still allowed

Brave: Removing 3rd-party cookies
Others: Slightly more transparency & control

More control & transparency
“Privacy sandbox”: early stage

Safari

Firefox

Chrome

Others

User consent has to be explicitly granted
This has to be used for tracking & targeting
~70% of the EEA top markets traffic contains 
consent info
~5% only of the users are not providing consent

à Cookie reduction in EEA

Californian law.
For technical reason – being implemented 
at US global level.
Opt-in by default but possible opt-out.

à Technical challenge without foreseen 
business impacts

Browsers Legal



3. Market
Snapshot



Support by country

of Teads’ 1.5B global users 
allow 3rd party cookies, with 
high discrepancies across markets

44%
51% 56%

67% 70% 71% 76% 81% 81%
87%

US CA UK DE FR IT ES KR MX BR

Global Cookie

Despite providing more control and transparency 
in the new versions, the cookie-rate in Chrome 
remains steady and high to date. 

95% 95% 93%
85%

63%

12% 7%

Chrome Microsoft
Edge

Chrome
Mobi le

Mobi le
Samsung
Browser

Firefox Others In ternet
Explorer

Safari Safari
mobile

Support by browser and device



% of Global Web cookie-rate in 24 months

The next 24 months
Chrome: Cookie volume prediction

0%

100%

Today 20222021

50% 

1: Control

2: Removal 
by default

3: No longer 
existing?

95%

75%

Chrome: What is the most probable 
scenario over the next 24 months? 

A progressive phase out from Chrome 

Chrome will work with the industry & 
regulators to propose alternatives

Overall cookie volume to reach ~50% of 
the web traffic by the end of 2020.

15% 



Firefox – evolution after cookie removal



4. Impacts on Digital



Targeting Campaign Delivery Programmatic Flows Measurement



Impacted

3rd Party Data (Data Exchange 
Platforms and Data Providers)

Advertiser 1st Party Data outside 
of the advertiser own website 
requiring DMP to DSP match

Not Impacted

Geo-Location Targeting

Device Targeting

Contextual Targeting

Targeting

What does this mean?

Audience targeting volumes will 
decrease. 

The ability to use 1st party data 
(CRM/DMP) will be limited.

Targeting



Targeting

Usable volume of data (1st & 3rd)

Today End of 2020

-25%

1. If you rely on 1st-party data only:
ü Lookalike (from direct messaging to prospecting)
ü Start testing 3rd-party data

2. If you rely on 3rd-party data:
ü Test new data providers

3. Alternative targeting strategies:
ü Define & test contextual targeting strategy.

Targeting – How to get prepared?



Impacted

Frequency-Capping which 
requires 3rd party 
cookies to understand number of 
exposures

Campaign optimization based 
on users data like websites 
visited or previous exposure to a 
given campaign

Not Impacted

Campaign optimization not 
based on the users:

Using the delivery context of a 
current ad opportunity such as 
data about the website, the 
placement, the device of the user

Using the ad itself such as 
industry of the advertiser, length 
of video, size of image, etc.

What does this mean?

Campaign performance will 
decrease.

Campaign Delivery

Campaign Delivery



Campaign Delivery

1/ Frequency capping:
Ask your partners how they manage it

2/ Campaign performances:
Consider guaranteed buying outcomes - CPV, vCPM, CPC, etc.

Campaign Delivery – How to get prepared?



Impacted

Without cookies – DSPs cannot 
run targeted ads

DSPs cannot provide frequency 
capping capabilities

Not Impacted

DSPs can still run contextual 
ads, geolocation, etc. 

What does this mean?

Inventory that does allow 
cookies will be saturated and 
more expensive.

Cookie-less inventory is a new 
opportunity.

Programmatic Flows

Programmatic Flows



Programmatic Flows

Focus on DSP bidding behavior

25%
Lower bid price on 

inventory without cookies*

x3
Less bidding on 
inventory without   

cookies*

*Internal Teads Studies made on 2 different DSPs in FR, US & UK, Dec 2019
** Google Studies, “Effect of disabling third-party cookies on publisher revenue“

52
Decrease of the 

average publisher 
revenue**

Test & study cookie-less strategies become strategic  

%



Impacted

Multi-Touch Attribution: the 
3rd-party cookie maintains an 
aggregated view of the user 
history and events for MTA

Cross-Channel Reporting: 
Without cookies, each of the 
channels used to track a user will 
provide different reports in a silo

Not Impacted
Last-Touch Attribution: Only single 
action (e.g: last-click) is possible since no 
user history is used 

Media Reporting: Metrics such as 
viewability, clicks, completed views, etc. 
at time of ad delivery

Audience Accuracy: Measurement of 
audience accuracy like DAR or VCE via 
panelist/profile data with a percentage 
remaining cookie-based 

Insights Tools: TGI, GWI are built from 
panelists

What does this mean?

Following the customer journey 
will be more challenging, 
inhibiting attribution or proper 
reporting

Measurement

Measurement



5. Market
Trends & Prediction



Technical & complex topic
with high business impacts

Total disconnect in the industry

Turning Threat into an opportunity 



Unique IDs are the solution!
Are they…?



Contextual targeting is the solution!
Is it…?

vs

Contextual Targeting Audience Targeting





From 65% to 15%
in 2022?



The next 
24 months: 
Trends & Predictions Programmatic

Cookie-based inventory will become more expensive & competitive
DSPs will start struggling to deliver targeted web campaigns. New push for 
InApp & logged-in as inventory sources; and contextual targeting for web.
Supply & demand will get closer as it offers easier alternatives for user 
identification.

Publishers will…
Provide incentives for users to create accounts
Require users to turn on cookies to visit their websites
Spend time in trying unique ID solutions in vain

Data exchange / data providers will…
See a drop in their revenues, proportional to the cookie-rate
Start investing in new solutions: Contextual targeting, InApp data, Signed-on 
data



The next 12 months: 
Trends & Predictions

Brands
Lower-funnel/perf will be more & more challenging – especially re-targeting & 
attribution (less volumes). Upper-funnel / branding will be a strong focus.
Advertisers 1st-party data will be mostly used for prospecting (lookalike) rather 
than to directly target the customers/site-visitors.
Making 3rd-party data actionable is critical.

Alternatives to cookies will continue
Fingerprinting technics will keep on being developed
Google position will be challenged (legal, business)
The industry, lead by the IAB is expected to propose a new standard to replace 
the cookies (“Rearc” project)

The next 
24 months: 
Trends & Predictions



Data Privacy debates will take place.

Cookie

Device ID

Mail/Login

Can be deleted in a few clicks.
Usually not linked to a physical person.

Device factory reset to delete it.
Easily linked to a physical person.

People don’t often change mail address
Always linked to a physical person.

Privacy

The next 
24 months: 
Trends & Predictions

Spotlight



6. Teads Approach



Contextual Targeting
In an innovative way

Identify Users
Beyond cookies

Teads data strategy
In cookieless 3 pillars

Real-time Profiling
Anonymous audience 

targeting



Teads data strategy
In cookieless 3 pillars

Contextual Targeting
In an innovative way

Identify Users
Beyond cookies

Real-time Profiling
Anonymous audience 

targeting



Teads ID, an alternative to cookies

Web

Cookie Logged-in 
Users

or Personal Identifiers
(mail, phone, name)

Cookieless

Ongoing integrations 
with our premium 

publishers

InApp

Device 
ID

IP 
Address

Device 
Characteristics

+

(Browser version, OS...)

Probabilistic approach 
based on Machine Learning



Teads data strategy
In cookieless 3 pillars

Contextual Targeting
In an innovative way

Identify Users
Beyond cookies

Real-time Profiling
Anonymous audience 

targeting



Real-time Profiling

Female 25-49 43%

iPhone owner 
73%

Male 25-49 90%
Car lease expiration 68%

High Net Worth Individuals 62%

Credit and loans 
63%

Auto enthusiast 83%

Auto intender 77%

Samsung owner 45%

High Annual Income 
72%

Identified users

?

Unknown users

90%

25-49

75%

Male

Teads AI



Teads data strategy
In cookieless 3 pillars

Contextual Targeting
In an innovative way

Identify Users
Beyond cookies

Real-time Profiling
Anonymous audience 

targeting



Vertical: Tech & Telco
Product: Luxury camera

Articles containing
‘photos’ keyword

Contextual targeting: Industry utilization

Challenges:

1/ Accuracy:
Keyword does not mean
topic
2/ Efficiency:
Is this article relevant?



It all starts with 
Premium Editorial Content



Climate change       +++ 
Environment            ++

Investment     +++ 
Financial Industry     ++

B2B                           +++ 

Best-in class semantic analysis algorithms scan text-
based articles.

It’s not about keywords – it’s about the core 
topics.

Enriched with a deep understanding of each page



Millions of new articles read by
1 B+ users every day.

300+ granular contextual topics
across our publisher platform.

Contextual targeting
The right placement at the right moment

Financial Environment

Also
available in 
cookieless

Hybrid car ad



Contextual Targeting
Amplify your marketing message in receptive content to deliver higher consideration

Moments when you 
need a camera

Moments when you 
consider running shoes

Moments when you 
want a luxury watch

Wedding
topic

Safari
topic

Honeymoon
topic

Sport event
topic

Fitness
topic

Healthy Food/Living
topic

Time Management
topic

Personal 
Success
topic

Leadership
topic



Contextual Targeting
In an innovative way

Identify Users
Beyond cookies

Teads data strategy
In cookieless 3 pillars

Real-time Profiling
Anonymous audience 

targeting



Q&A

T h e  G l o b a l  M e d i a  P l a t f o r m


